With the increasing research interest in dialogue response generation, there is an emerging branch formulating this task as selecting next sentences, where given the partial dialogue contexts, the goal is to determine the most probable next sentence. Following the recent success of the Transformer model (Vaswani et al. 2017) , this paper proposes (1) a new variant of attention mechanism based on multi-head attention, called highway attention, and (2) a recurrent model based on transformer and the proposed highway attention, so-called Highway Recurrent Transformer. Experiments on the response selection task in the seventh Dialog System Technology Challenge (DSTC7) show the capability of the proposed model of modeling both utterance-level and dialogue-level information; the effectiveness of each module is further analyzed as well.
Introduction
With the increasing trend about dialogue modeling, response selection and generation have been widely studied in the NLP community. In order to further evaluate the current capability of the machine learning models, a benchmark dataset was proposed in the seventh Dialog System Technology Challenge (DSTC7) (Yoshino et al. 2018) , where the task is to select the most probable response given a partial conversation. To simulate real world scenarios, several variants of selections are investigated in this task: 1) selecting from 100 candidates, 2) selecting from 120,000 candidates, 3) selecting multiple answers, and 4) there may be no answer. Some subtasks are much more difficult than the original setting. In addition, the ability of generalization should be examined; hence, two datasets, Ubuntu IRC dialogs ) and course advising corpus, are utilized for the experiments. These datasets have very different properties: (1) the Ubuntu dataset includes dialogues from Ubuntu IRC channel that aim to solve technical problems, and (2) the advising dataset is constituted with conversations between a student and an advisor, where the advisor helps the student about course taking. Compared with the advising dataset, utterances in a dialogue from Ubuntu data are more coherent, so selecting the next sentence may require understanding of previous dialogue turns. On the contrary, the topic in a dialogue from advising data may change frequently, but the information access behavior is more goal-oriented. How much information in the dialogue contexts should be considered for sentence selection in these two datasets may be different, so how to effectively utilize the information is challenging and salient. In sum, the challenge covers a wide range of scenarios in real-world applications and serves as a set of benchmark experiments for evaluating dialogue response selection models.
The nature of a conversation is different from general articles, because opinion, topic and meaning of some terms may change as the dialogue proceeds. Meanwhile, a conversation comprises utterances spoken by the participants, where each utterance is short and having clear boundary. Especially, one utterance is often a response of its previous utterance; therefore we could expect high dependency between every two consecutive utterances in a conversation.
Modeling dependency over utterances should be helpful for understanding conversations; however, the methods of modeling such dependency have not been widely explored. In this work, we propose highway recurrent transformer to explicitly model not only intra-utterance but also inter-utterance dependency over the dialogue structure. The intra-utterance dependency is modeled with Transformer encoder block proposed in (Vaswani et al. 2017) , while the inter-utterance dependency is modeled by using the proposed highway attention recurrently. Specifically, the highway attention is a modified version of multi-head attention, designed to have the ability to utilize the information from contexts while preserving the meaning of the current utterance. Experiments show that highway recurrent transformer model is effective on the response selection task; furthermore, the proposed model can also generalize to other retrieval-based tasks.
Related Work
Previously, another large-scale dataset, Ubuntu Dialog Corpus (Lowe et al. 2015) was proposed, and a large number of approaches have been applied to this data. One category of the approaches encodes the given partial conversation and candidate sentences into vectors separately, and then selects the answer by matching the vectors. In this category, LSTM and CNN were applied to encode the dialogues and response candidates (Lowe et al. 2015; Kadlec, Schmid, and Klein- 
Task Description
In the response selection challenge, a partial conversation and a set of response candidates are provided, and the model needs to select one response from the candidates set. The partial conversation consists of l utterances: U : {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u l }, an utterance is a sequence of words, i-th utterance is denoted as u i : {w
Each speaker participating in the conversation is given a special token, say <speaker1>, <speaker2>, and the special token is prepended to the utterances from that speaker. A candidate set consisting of k candidates is denoted as
For some datasets, some knowledge-grounded features of a word w are also available, denoted as F (w). Among the candidates, none or some would be the correct responses, the labels indicating if the candidates are correct answers are denoted as Y : {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y k }.
Highway Recurrent Transformer
We propose Highway Recurrent Transformer to model both the intra-utterance and inter-utterance dependency, which is composed of two main component: Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) and highway attention. The whole model architecture is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Word Feature Augmentation
Words in the utterances of a conversation and candidates are first converted into their word embeddings, and the embeddings are augmented with some extra knowledge-grounded features if such features are available. We denote the sequences of words with extra features in the context, candidates asŨ
: The illustration of the encoding part in the highway recurrent transformer. The input of multi-head attention module includes key, query, and value sequences; the bottom branches implies that X is fed as the three parameters at the same time. where F (w) is a vector of knowledge grounded features depending on the dataset.
Transformer Encoder Block
A transformer encoder block ( Figure 2 ) proposed in (Vaswani et al. 2017) consists of a multi-head attention layer and a position-wise feed-forward network, residual connection and layer normalization are used to connect the two components, details are specified as follows.
Multi-Head Attention Layer A multi-head attention (Vaswani et al. 2017) (Figure 3 ) consists of the heads of attention, each head performs linear transformation before performing attention operation; with different sets of trainable parameters, each attention head potentially models different relationship between two sequences. Specifically, the inputs of the multi-head attention layer are three sequences of vectors: 
where
The attention function generates a vector for each vector in the query sequence Q. Let the outputs of the attention function be A h ∈ R l1×dp , which is weighted sum of value V based on similarity matrices S h . For a = 1, 2, · · · , l 1 , the a-th output is calculated as below:
where s are the similarity scores in the similarity matrix S h . Then the output of the multi-head attention is the linear transformed concatenation of the outputs from attention heads:
where H is the number of heads, and W O ∈ W H·dp×d f is a trained weight matrix.
Position-Wise Feed-Forward Network The positionwise feed-forward network (FFN) transforms each vector in a sequence identically as follows:
Residual Connection and Layer Normalization Then the above two components are connected with residual connection and layer normalization (Ba, Kiros, and Hinton 2016) :
Note that here we use the same sequence for the query, key, value arguments of the mult-head attention for self-attention.
Highway Attention
Motivated by Highway Networks (Srivastava, Greff, and Schmidhuber 2015), we propose a modified version of multi-head attention, the highway attention (Figure 4) , in which attention also acts as a highway preserving information from the lower layer. The highway is achieved by performing attention on the query vector itself in addition to the key/value sequence. Specifically, given query Q ∈ R l1×d f , key K ∈ R l2×d f , value V ∈ R l2×d f , in addition to linear transformation defined in equation (1) 
The bias vectors b co and b self are added to each vector in sequence K and Q respectively. They are added for two reasons: First, they encode the information of the key's source, whether the key is from the key sequence K or from the query sequence Q, it may be crucial since the calculation of the similarity matrix S is position-independent. Secondly, the tendency of co-attention or self-attention could be modeled; in other words, it may learn some prior knowledge which is independent of current data samples. Then the similarity matrices S ∈ R l1×l2 and S self ∈ R l1 are calculated:
Note that here we only take the diagonal of the self-attention similarity matrix S h self to measure the tendency toward focus on itself for each vector. Hence (1) formation of Q h . If we treat the attention mechanism as a transformation that transforms vector sequence Q into vector sequence A, then the design here provides a highway to preserve lower layer information. Finally, as in equation (2), we define the Highway Attention as linear transformation of the concatenation of the heads:
Recurrence Each utteranceũ i is encoded with a transformer block that shares the parameter of the ones in (2) with the positional encoding:
, where PE represents positional encoding.
Because the current utterances may refer to the instances mentioned in the previous utterance, the highway attention is applied recurrently to route the information from the previous utterances a 
From another perspective, if we view the outputs of the highway attention for a utterance as the "memory" that represents the dialogue state till now, the Highway Attention is hence very similar to the update gate of GRU (Cho et al. 2014) . Equation (3) decides how much information is read into the memory, similar to the update gate of GRU.
Candidate Selection
Similarly, each candidatex j is encoded with a transformer block with the positional encoding:
The bi-directional highway attention is applied to model the relation between conversations and candidates in two directions.ṽ
where a U l represents the most recent output of highway attention from utterances U . Note that the parameters of the two highway attention blocks are shared.
In another similar model, highway recurrent transformerall,all utterances are considered when applying bidirectional highway attention, so (4) and (5) are replaced with
For the submitted system, the attention mechanism is used to condense two sequences into two vectors by weighted sum over feature sequences:
where w is a trainable weight vector. The score of a candidate x j is calculated as s j = r X j · r U . However, we afterwards find max pooling over dimensions is more effective:
therefore the max-pooling method is conducted in the subsequent experiments in this paper. We trained the submitted system with the ranking loss, which gives the additional penalty if the lowest score among the positive samples' scores is not greater than the highest one among the negative ones' by a margin:
where S is the set of scores of candidates and LSE(.) is a smooth approximation of maximum function. Afterwards, we find it does not outperform binary cross entropy, so in the experiments in this paper, we utilize the binary cross entropy function as the objective:
Experiments Dataset DSTC7-Track1 contains two goal-oriented dialogue datasets -1) Ubuntu data and 2) Advising data. There are five subtasks in this challenge, where this paper focuses on the subtask 1, 3 and 4, because the same model architecture can be applied to these subtasks. Here we briefly describe the settings for each subtask:
• Subtask 1: There are 100 response candidates for each dialogue, and only one is correct.
• Subtask 3: There are 100 response candidates for each dialogue. The number of correct responses is between 1 and 5. Multiple correct responses are generated using paraphrases.
• Subtask 4: There are 100 response candidates for each dialogue, and an additional candidate no answer should also be considered. The number of correct responses is either 0 or 1.
Settings
We train and evaluate our model on the Ubuntu and Advising datasets provided by DSTC7 (Yoshino et al. 2018 ) track 1. Both the datasets are tokenized with Spacy (Honnibal and Montani 2017) and pre-trained word embeddings FastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017 ) are used. For the Advising dataset, in the preprocessing phase, course numbers are normalized to a uniform format (e.g. CS1234n). And we define the domain specific binary features with the provided suggested courses list and the prior taken courses list:
where F prior (w) and F suggested (w) are 1 if and only if w is a course number and the course is in the prior taken courses list or the suggested courses list respectively. For the position-wise feed forward function in the highway recurrent transformer model, 512 is used as the hidden layer dimension, and each utterance is encoded by 2 Transformer encoder blocks. The model is trained by sampling negative candidates so the total number of candidates is 10 for each sample. The whole model is optimized with Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with learning rate 0.0001.
Baseline Models
We compare our model with following baseline models:
• Dual LSTM (Lowe et al. 2015) : uses two LSTMs to encode the conversation and the candidates into two vectors, and the inner product is used to select the candidate.
• Hierarchical LSTM: is based on the encoder in HRED (Serban et al. 2016) for encoding the conversations, where one LSTM is used to encode an utterance or a candidate into one vector as its utterance representation, and then the second LSTM encodes the utterance-level representations into a conversation-level representation. Finally, the candidate is selected based on the inner product of its representation and the conversation-level representation.
• Transformer: The utterances are concatenated as a single sequence and then both the sequence and the candidate encoded by layers of transformer encoder blocks. Then bidirectional highway attention and max pooling are applied and two vectors that represent the conversation and the candidate are obtained. Their inner product is used to for selection.
• Transformer-Last: Same as the transformer described above, but only the last utterance is fed into the model.
Ubuntu Results
The performance comparison is shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that on the Ubuntu data, the proposed highway recurrent transformer outperforms the transformer baseline, and the highway recurrent transformer-last also outperforms the transformer-last. Especially for subtask 1, both highway recurrent transformer and highway recurrent transformerlast significantly outperform the transformer without recurrent highway attention. For subtask 4, the highway recurrent transformer-last also obtains comparable performance with the transformer, but still worse than the highway recurrent transformer-all. Note that the highway recurrent transformer models the relation between conversations and the candidates in the lower layer, and the relation is modeled by the bi-directional highway attention layer at almost the last layer. In other words, our model encodes the partial conversation in vectors independent of the candidates, and the computation cost for scoring one candidate is only the bi-directional highway attention and the inner product. It can be a great advantage over other approaches that model the relation between conversations and candidates in the lower layer. The highway recurrent transformer-last further reduces the computation cost required to score candidates by considering only the output of the last utterance. Therefore, the performance loss incurred by the highway recurrent transformer-last can be seen as the trade-off between the accuracy and the efficiency.
Advising Results
In the advising data, the advantage of the recurrent structure is not as significant as in the Ubuntu data. From Table  1 , we can also see that for the subtask 1 and 3 on advising data, transformer-all and transformer-last obtain similar performance, implying that utterances prior to the last one have little useful information to predict the next one. That may indicate why the recurrent highway attention is not as useful on the advising dataset. Nevertheless, it is surprising that the ensemble of highway recurrent transformerlast and the hierarchical LSTM leads to significant performance boost compared with either one of two single models. The results demonstrate that the proposed highway recurrent transformer-last model may have some complementary advantages the hierarchical LSTM does not have. In sum, the proposed model achieves the improvement for the subtask 1 and comparable performance for the subtasks 3 and 4 with the transformer model for advising dialogues.
Official Evaluation
In the official evaluation, the submitted systems are not the optimal ones. All submitted systems use 1 layer of the transformer encoder block to encode the utterances. For subtasks 1 and 4, we ensemble the results of the hierarchical LSTM and our highway recurrent transformer-last by summing the scores of all candidates before applying the sigmoid function. As for subtask 3, in addition to the summation trick above, we further fine-tune the whole model. To sum up, the submitted systems include:
• Subtask 1: Ensemble • Subtask 3: HierRNN, Highway Recurrent TransformerLast, Ensemble & Fine-Tuning • Subtask 4: HierRNN, Ensemble Our submitted systems achieve either the 2nd place or the 3rd place for the above three subtasks for both Ubuntu and advising data by combining with another attention-based model, demonstrating the effectiveness of our model.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a highway recurrent transformer that effectively models information from multiple levels, including utterance-level and conversation-level, via a highway attention mechanism. The experiments of DSTC7 empirically demonstrate the superior capability of estimating the relation between the dialogue and the response and further selecting the proper response given the dialogue contexts. Compared with the state-of-the-art transformer models, our proposed model achieves improved performance. The proposed highway recurrent transformer can be investigated for other tasks in the future.
